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To: Members of Congress

From: Aram Hamparian, Executive Director

Date: December 8, 2010

RE: Armenian Genocide Resolution

I wanted to share with you information that may be helpful to you and your staff as you

consider your support for H.Res.252, the Armenian Genocide Resolution.

Below is a quick listing of Turkey’s obstruction of U.S. regional interests.  This track

record stands in contrast to the “Turkey is a reliable ally” spin delivered by the Turkey’s

lobbyists and PR firms.  Attached are two one pagers on “Reasons to Support the

Armenian Genocide Resolution” and “Myths and Facts about Armenian Genocide

Recognition.”  As always, please feel free to contact us with any questions or concerns.

Turkey’s Track Record

-- Turkey obstructs U.S. efforts to stop Iran’s nuclear weapons program.

-- Turkey vilifies, undermines, and seeks to isolate Israel.

-- Turkey backs Hamas and Hezbollah and their state sponsors.

-- Turkey sells advanced weapons to the genocidal al-Bashir regime in Sudan.

-- Turkey fosters the growth of anti-Americanism and anti-Semitism.

-- Turkey destabilizes the Kurdistan Regional Government in Iraq.

-- Turkey continues to occupy the northern portion of Cyprus.

-- Turkey still criminalizes discussion of the Armenian Genocide.

-- Turkey has failed to honor its Protocols commitments with Armenia.



Reasons to Support the Armenian Genocide Resolution

1)  To Stand for American Values and Human Rights

The United States should always take the lead in condemning all genocides.

2)  To End U.S. Complicity in the Last Stage of Genocide:  Denial

It’s long past time that the U.S. rejected the lies, threats, and political blackmail that Turkey

has used to make America complicit in its denials.

3)  To Help Prevent Future Genocides

Turkey’s denial of the Armenian Genocide sets a dangerous precedent that makes future

genocides more likely.  Perhaps the most chilling evidence of this is that, on ordering his

military commanders to attack Poland without provocation in 1939, Adolf Hitler dismissed

objections by asking: “Who, after all, speaks today of the annihilation of the Armenians?”

4)  To Reject a Foreign “Gag Rule”

We should never allow a foreign country to block America’s recognition of genocide.  No

nation has the right to impose a “gag rule” on America, especially one that is actively

obstructing U.S. foreign policy and alienating our allies.

5)  To Join with 42 U.S. States, 11 NATO Allies, & the European Parliament

Forty-two U.S. states have recognized the Armenian Genocide, as have 11 NATO allies,

and the European Parliament.

6)  To Support Turkish Voices who Stand Against Genocide Denial

The U.S. government should support the growing number of Turkish scholars and citizens

who are risking their lives to write about the Armenian Genocide.

7)  To Set a Foundation for Durable Peace and Stability

The U.S. can contribute to lasting peace by urging Turkey to accept a truthful and just

resolution of the Armenian Genocide.



Myths and Facts about Armenian Genocide Recognition

Myth: The Armenian Genocide Resolution will hurt Turkey-Armenia relations.

Fact: U.S. recognition should not be held hostage to Turkey’s foot-dragging

-- The Turkey-Armenia Protocols collapsed after Turkey walked away from its commitments.

-- Turkey keeps adding new preconditions, including a pro-Baku settlement of the Karabagh conflict.

-- Ankara unilaterally refuses to normalize ties with Yerevan or to end its blockade of Armenia.

Myth: We shouldn’t upset Turkey, a reliable ally.

Fact: Turkey is no long a reliable ally of the United States:

-- Turkey defends Iran’s nuclear program, at the UN and among states in the region.

-- Turkey has turned against Israel and criticizes it at every opportunity.

-- Turkey is strengthening its ties to the genocidal regime in Sudan

-- Turkey blocked a crucially needed northern Coalition front against Iraq in 2003.

-- Turkey continues to stir anti-American and anti-Semitic sentiment.

Myth: It’s not the right time to pass this resolution.

Fact: It’s always the right time to oppose genocide.

-- It’s never the right time to compromise our nation’s morality, or outsource our policy on genocide.

-- It’s long past time to reject Turkey’s gag rule on U.S. policy on the Armenian Genocide.

-- This excuse has been used for decades to block U.S. recognition of the Armenian Genocide.

Myth: The Congress shouldn’t address historical issues.

Fact: The Congress has a proud record of condemning genocides

-- The US has recognized the Holocaust, and the Ukraine, Cambodia, Rwanda, Bosnia, and Darfur genocides.

-- In each case, the Congress did not legislate history, but reaffirmed America’s stand against all genocide.

Myth: Let’s wait for Armenia and Turkey’s joint historical commission.

Fact: The historians have spoken: the Armenian Genocide is settled history.

-- There is no serious historical debate on the reality of the Armenian Genocide.

-- Turkey seeks to roll back decades of serious scholarship by using lies, bribes, and blackmail.

-- A commission on the Armenian Genocide is as wrong as a panel to decide if the Holocaust took place.

Myth: This resolution will lead to Turkish backlash.

Fact: The facts show that Turkey’s threats are a bluff

-- Turkey has only taken token and symbolic actions against countries that recognize the Armenian Genocide.

-- Turkey’s trade increased with nations that recognized the Genocide, including Canada, Italy, and France.


